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The whole world will be dominated by the corona crisis in 2020 and for a long time afterwards. The 

resulting effects are fatal and range from economic disasters to rigorous restrictions on personal 

freedom and the loss of self-determination. We are fighting with the consequences of this virus without 

seriously questioning where it came from. Hardly anyone asks the crucial question about the cause, 

the so-called root-cause: 

 

How does it come to this situation and where does the virus come from? 
 

To work up or analyze a situation in order to derive measurements, you have to start at the bottom, 

with the so-called root cause. But nobody seems to be interested in it. It even appears that politics is 

purposely suppressing this question. But without a root cause it is not possible to take technically 

correct measurements in order to learn from this situation. 

 

 

What happened? - The incidents relating to the virus outbreak 

 

Let's begin at the bottom. At this what happened. At those facts which are perfectly clear regarding 

origin, outbreak, general conditions, incidents which correlate with the virus outbreak. This is a 

collection of incidents in conjunction with the outbreak and the spread of the virus and the happenings 

after: 

 

• The initial virus outbreak was in China in the city of Wuhan. 

• The outbreak just happened a few weeks before the chinese New Year festival. This is the 

time where travel activities of chinese people are at the highest level of the year. 

• Millions of chinese people transported the virus all over the world. In occasion of the chinese 

Luna New Year. 

• At the beginning the chinese government tried strictly to keep secret about the facts and the 

existence of the viurs. Until it was no longer possible. 

• There were still rigorous travel activities of millions of chinese people after the publication of 

the coronavirus outbreak in Wuhan. The chinese government does not prevent the travel 

activities  of their inhabitants. Even other countries like Austria still allowed chinese tourists to 

enter the country. There were no testings or medical checks at the immigration at the airport 

Vienna for chinese tourists. Purpose or just sloppiness of measurements? 



• There are more than 50 kinds of corona viruses. Only 7 of these 50 are human pathogenic. 

From these 7 human pathogenic viruses only 3 are harmful to the human being (the other 4 

only cause harmless infections). And all these 3 harmful human pathogenic viruses are 

coming from China. 

• In Wuhan is one of the biggest and rare-existing bio-laboratory of bio safety level 4. 

• This bio-laboratory of BSL 4 is one of the few in the world. It was built from China and France 

together. Shortly afterwards the Chinese quitted the cooperation with France, so China can 

follow their interests unimpeded. 

• At the same time the anti-government demonstrations in Hongkong are at their peak which will 

be stemmed with the corona crisis. How practical. 

• The world economy stucks in a crisis and is looking for ways out. A reset-button is highly 

desirable and could be realized in form of a pandemic. 

• The boss of the World Economic Forum, Klaus Schwab, told by himself that the corona crisis 

is a big chance to reorganize the economic and social structure of the world. 

• According to a US intelligence paper the chinese government has been knowing about the 

new illness in November 2019 or before. 

• Even in November 2019 US intelligence services warned Israel of a new kind of corona virus 

coming from China. A memo of this subject was sent from the CIA to the Mossad. But this 

memo disappeared in a drawer, no measurements were taken. 

• Chinese medical doctors and journalists who reported from the virus and its consequences 

have been arrested and silenced, their families have been threated or arrested too. 

• The WHO is not interested to clarify the backgrounds of the virus outbreak or to investigate 

the laboratory in Wuhan. 

• On 21. January 2020 there was a phone call between Chinas president Xi Jinping and the 

general secretary of the World Health Organization WHO, Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus. In 

this call Xi allegedly harassed the WHO to delay the worldwide pandemic warning. German 

agents or one of their partner services listened in on this call. So the BND (german intelligence 

service) got knowledge of this. But the WHO denies the existence of this call. 

• In 2017 and 2018 the WHO sold already testkits for Covid-19. Customers of these testkits 

were countries all over the world. This was also documentated in the database of the World 

Integrated Trade Solution. The WHO denies a coherence with the 2020 Covid-19 outbreak. 

But the existence of these testkits was confirmed by the WHO. However, the WHO declares 

that the testkits were used for other purposes and can now (2020) also used for Covid-19 

tests. A strange coincidence, isn't it? The entries in this database to these testkits has been 

changed in the meanwhile. 

• The transfer of this virus occurs almost entirely by droplet infection. A smear infection is nearly 

impossible and extremely hardly occurs. Therefore, a human to human contact is mandatory 



to transfer the virus, an indirect transfer is in general not possible. Consequently, the virus has 

the proper features for a spreading-test. 

• An interesting fact is that there have been found traces of RNA-sequences of HI-viruses inside 

the Sars-CoV-2 virus. This is not a proof but a very strong clue that the virus has been 

manipulated. 

• The chinese virologist Dr. Li-Meng Yan stated that the virus was produced artificially. Dr. Li-

Meng Yan worked at the University of Hongkong and then escaped to the United States. Her 

current residence is secret. Several academic papers already prove this thesis. The 

government-controlled science community - ahead Christian Drosten - denies this thesis 

vehement but cannot present any counterevidence. An interesting detail is that you can hardly 

find these academic papers on Google, but very easily on Yandex. 

• Only one year after the incident a WHO research team was allowed to investigate the root-

cause of the virus. Thereby the team was allowed only to investigate those sites which were 

declassified by chinese autorities. The interesting places where still locked for the research 

team. But, what will you find one year after? 

• In October 2019 the John Hopkins Center together with the Bill Gates Foundation conducted a 

pandemic-simulation-exercise named "Event 201". Content of this simulation-exercise was the 

pandemic spread of a new kind of corona virus. The John Hopkins Center does not deny the 

existence of this exercise but it denies a coherence with the current Covid-19-pandemia. 

• Chinese investors were on shopping tour in Europe when the pandemia was on peak and 

many companies where economically weakened by pandemic measurements. Companies 

with high potential or technological know-how were bought very cheap by chinese investors. 

By this way China could buy technology for a cheap price. 

• From 20. January to 11. March 2020 the chinese hacker group APT41 performed one of their 

biggest hacking campaigns ever. This was only possible because lots of IT-staff was working 

from home. Business applications were exposed a higher vulnerability risk because of 

homeoffice-work which does not provide an adequate protection level. Companies from 20 

countries have been attacked, among them companies of financial system, government, 

health system, high technology, pharma companies, oil and gas. Preparing such huge hacking 

activities need weeks or even month for preparation. This allows the conclusion that the 

planning started long time before the 20. January 2020 and involved people already knew how 

the global situation would be in beginning 2020. The group APT41 is working very closely 

together with the chinese government. 

 

This are the facts and they are irrefutable. These facts do not show a complete proof of the source of 

the virus or how it emerges but they are very strong evidences. When viewed all these single points 

together as a big picture there is the only one conclusion that this cannot be a coincident. An 

accumulation of so many coincidences is highly impossible. 

 



There are further issues which are highly recommended as evidences: 

 

• The behavior of this virus is very atypical, completely different to the other corona viruses. 

This is an additionally hint that the virus has been manipulated. 

• The level of harm of this virus is - compared to other viruses - considered as minor. It is highly 

qualified to test the spread of a biological hazardous material. 

• The time of the outbreak seems to be perfectly. It is this specific moment in time when the 

travel activitiy of chinese people is at the peak, because of the upcoming Luna New Year. 

• Nobody is interested in the origin of the virus. It seems that the global player already know the 

backgrounds. 

• Statements according to the impacts of the virus are highly contradictory. Case counts do 

hardly have reliability. Official statistics are mis-stated by purpose. Important indexes to the 

disease are not made public or investigated. 

• Statements of well-known virologists which does not meet government specifications are 

ignored or misrepresented. 

• Statements and measures of governments are not evidence-based, rather controvert the 

proven facts. 

 

It is quite interesting that in Vietnam which is next to China the case numbers from begin to the end of 

July 2020 are below 400, till spring 2021 not even reached the mark of 3000. How can it be that in 

some countries are so less case numbers and in others so many? Likewise death cases will be stated 

to be caused by Corona as comorbitidy or not. In whole Europe this parameter has never been 

mentioned even it is a very important parameter. Why not? 

 

Lets again take a look at the facts above. That all happen together would be a very big coincidence. 

And, the more facts come together in one coincidence the more impossible it is that it is really a 

coincidence. There is no need to be a big expert in intelligence analysis to see that there has been 

manipulated on a massive scale. 

 

 

The whole situation in view of the visions of Xi Jinping 

 

Let's go one step further and take a look at this root-cause-analysis in view of the aims and visions of 

Xi Jinping. This means, we simply put the facts of this root cause analysis above the following: 

 

• On the 15. January 2017 Xi Jinping gives the opening speech to the World Economic Forum 

in Davos and thereby propagates the importance of international trade. Quote of Xi Jinping: 

"We will form a community of destiny and initiate the reform of the global governmental 

system." 



• In China Xi declares that the communism is the only one truth. It should not only be 

implemented in China but rather be spread to the whole world. Xi is developing a model of 

society which the rest of the world is just beginning to decode. This model of society will 

become a threat for the global civilization. In 2018 Xi changed the constitution to be president 

for life like previously Mao. The goal is to implement this system of society worldwide. 

• In the year 2013 a secret document has been leaked: The Document Nr. 9 of the year 2012. It 

is about an attack on the ideas of freedom. For Xi the free democracy is the enemy. In China 

he is conducting an ideological war against the western countries. We (outside China) do not 

recognize anything about this because news and information of this kind do not get through. 

• A common program will be developed: The "Chinese Dream". The program contains that 

China will become the greatest economic and military power in the world till 2049. The 

program has been developed by Xi. A part of this program is the silk road project. Local 

markets outside China will be undermined in order to strenghten Chinas economy. Quote of 

Xi: "Whoever owns Europe owns the world". Thereby China influences the domestic politcs of 

foreign countries (for example China pay bribes to foreign representatives). To extend the 

influence in Europe he maintains a network of china-friendy politicians. 

• Two million members of the China's Communist Party infiltrate worldwide various political and 

economical institutions. They secretly represent the interests of China and the communist 

party. 

• China takes advantages of the bad economical situation in Europe caused by corona crisis. 

They buy ailing companies in whole Europe for cheap price and strenghten their influence by 

this way. 

• On 3. September 2015 Xi holds the biggest military parade which has ever taken place in 

China. And on 3. January 2018 Xi told to his soldiers during the new year speech: "The army 

has to increase training soldiers in all divisions and to prepare for war. Fighting spirit must be 

a duty. We must not fear any tests of characters or death." Like Mao before Xi strongly 

believes that all power comes out of barrels. 

• For Xi Jinping western democracies are the bogeyman which in future shall be under chinese 

control. The monitoring of the population with modern surveillance technology should be 

transfered - like in China already exists - to other countries. Only by this way a system can be 

established which Xi wants. 

 

If we set the root-cause-analysis and the aims of Xi Jinping in relation, a clear "cause and result" 

picture will be visible. It is just logical under these circumstances and backgrounds to trigger a 

pandemia with a virus to accelerate most of those goals. The 2. World War is many centuries ago and 

the signs of the times are again indicating a war since many years already. But a "new big war" does 

not fit to modern times. A big pandemia as a replacement for a 3. World War is basically plausible. But 

there is the question how is it possible that nearly (not all) the whole world is jumping on this trojan 

horse? The answer is simple: Two million chinese agents of the China's CP can move a lot, like it 



shows. And the history of the recent years confirm this. Take a look at Sri Lanka, Portugal, Greece, 

and all those countries. 

 

 

Conclusions 

 

Now lets come to the next question: Cui bono? Who are the beneficiaries of this situation? 

 

• The financial industry. It would be a reset button for them to provide a "restart" for the ailing 

financial situation which is in a dead-end-road situation since years. 

• The goverments who get an instrument into their hands offering the possibility to increase 

controlling of their population and restricting their doings. A virus pandemia operates like a 

catalyzer in such cases. 

• And again the governements who are eager to abandon cash money to control and steer the 

financial flow. And with the corona crisis this is easier to do. 

• The pharma industry, but not themselves rather the financiers in the background (like Bill 

Gates), which want to play on the top of the world economy because of making 

unprecedented profits. 

• And again the pharma industry which want to increase their mRNA-technology further. Not the 

vaccinations which are just a side product. mRNA-technology can do much more than only 

vaccinations. Since 20 years already the pharma industry is researching mRNA-technology 

without having success. But now they have the opportunity to test this new technology on the 

whole world. Like said before, the main purpose of mRNA-technology is not the vaccination, 

there can be done really other things with this stuff (but that's another story). 

• The World Economic Forum leaded by Klaus Schwab who highly desires a "Big Reset", 

according to this own words, he indeed appreciates this. 

• Xi Jinping who by his own want to follow his interests. But the relationship between Xi Jinping 

and the World Economic Forum is not completely clear. However, it's on the dice that there is 

one. 

• And again Xi Jinping, China and the communist party. China really takes strong advantages 

because of the worldwide corona measures. No matter if this is intelligence, data theft or just 

the acquisition of companies. For China the benefit of the corona crisis is enormous. Thereby 

China takes one big step closer to its goal the "Chinese Dream". 

 

When all these single points are counted together there is only one possible conclusion (and these 

word are not of my own): 

 

This virus was dispersed by purpose. 



 

All those institutions and persons involved in this game have the motive, the resources and the 

opportunity to produce and spread a virus. To follow their goals and to implement their future plans. 

Plans which are lying long time in shelfs and just wait to become reality. There happened already 

something similar on the world. It began around 1933. 

 

This virus has been produced and released purposely. To give all those a powerful sword into the 

hands who have benefits from this. Many people would say that this sound like "conspiracy theory". 

That may be. But many years ago also the Pentagon Papers has been discounted as conspiracy 

theory to hide the doings of the administration. And as it turned out every word of the 6000 pages of 

the Pentagon Papers was the whole truth and nothing but the truth. 
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